TITLE: PLASTERER

DEFINITION: Under general supervision, performs journeyman level plastering work in the maintenance and repair of plaster and stucco surfaces and performs skilled masonry work.

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES:

- Sets up and removes scaffolding;
- Removes loose plaster and prepares surfaces for re-plastering;
- Installs metal and wood lath and button board;
- Selects, mixes and applies materials;
- Removes excess material and smoothes corners and angles;
- Lays bricks and ceramic tile and performs related masonry work;
- Plans and supervises the work of assigned helpers;
- Maintains equipment and orders supplies;
- Observes safety rules and regulations;
- Performs other related duties as required.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

One year experience as a journeyman plasterer or four years experience as a plasterer's apprentice and ability to lay brick and ceramic tile and perform other masonry work as needed.

A valid motor vehicle operator license.

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS:

A knowledge of the techniques, materials and proportions used in plasters and similar surfaces;
Some ability to lay brick and ceramic tile and other masonry work;
Knowledge of safety orders issued by the California Division of Industrial Safety pertaining to the erection and use of scaffolding;
Knowledge of methods of repairing various types of masonry;
Ability to work cooperatively with others;
Observe safety regulations;
Carry out oral and written instructions.
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